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Digital & HDTV:
East leads Wes

JOE O'HALLORAN takes a look at the rapidly growing Asian
broadcast market and considers the opportunities (and
threats from piracy) offered by this vast region

Po most of us here in Europe, the Asia
hroadcast market assumes great
significance. Let's face it, it's in Asia
that most of the technology used in

broadcasting originates or whose vital
components are sourced.

And despite some local economic problems
in the region, Asia is a hotbed in terms of
broadcast technology. In fact, one could say
that the Asian marketplace is v̂ ay ahead of
Europe in a number of key areas about which
most would argue are the key elements for
broadcasting's future. In particular, digital TV
adoption, IPTV and, most interestingly of all,
wireless telephone based TV.

So what is driving things in Asia and what
lessons can be learned for broadcasting as a
global industry?

If one word best describes the regions it is
this: digital. This is the case both in terms of
services and also in terms of equipment. Asia,
and in particular Japan, has always been at the
forefront of advanced (that is digital) TV
applications, and this leadership is being
reflected in hugely bullish sales of digital TV
equipment.

In a report published in Europe at the end
of April 2005, market researcher In-Stat
predicted that the Asian digital TV market will
more than double from 10.4 million shipments
in 2004 to 28.8 million in 2008. Tbe company
picks out, somewhat unsurprisingly, China,
Japan, and South Korea as the biggest Asian
markets for digital TVs. More specifically In-
Stat cites China as boasting the largest TV
market in the world; it describes Japan as
enjoying tbe fastest development in LCD TV
globally; and rates Korean vendors as topping
the global TFT-LCD panel shipment while
competing with Japan in PDP TV panel
production.

"Japan has been leading the TV market for
a long time, creating international brands such
as Sony, Sharp, Panasonic, Sanyo, Toshiba,
and Hitachi," comments Rudy Teng, managing
director of In-Stat's Asia Pacific research.
"However, witb the recent active promotion of
the high-end brands LG and Samsung from
South Korea, and brands like TCL Chang Hong,
Konka, and Skyworth from China occupying
the middle and lower-range market, together
with new entrants BenQ. Teco and Sampo from
Taiwan, tbe digital TV market is flourishing in
several Asian countries."

In terms of gross expenditure on digital TV
equipment, the region is something of a power
house for DTV. Overall tbe region generated
US$14.2 billion worth of sales of digital TV
equipment in 2004, of which US$3.3 billion
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Some of tbe
drivers for this
seem logical:
because of its huge
population, Asia
will always be the
largest TV
consumption market in tbe world. In China
alone at tbe end of 2004 there were in excess
of 35 million digital and analogue TV sets. Yet
saturation is nowbere on the agenda.

Put very plainly, In-Stat, like many
analysts, states that Asia will be the digital TV
market witb most growth potential in tbe
world. It's an opinion that many in the region
would endorse and recent actions by the Cable
ft Satellite Broadcasting Association of Asia
(CASBAA) would also reinforce this message.

CASBAA is an industry-based advocacy
group made up by pay-TV content, technology
and service providers across the Asia Pacific
region. In short it represents around 120 Asian
corporations who broadcast to more than 3
billion people.

In early April 2005, tbe CASBAA
announced three patron memberships to Sun
Microsystems, Nokia and broadcaster AETN of
the History Channel; and four corporate
memberships to Playboy TV International, Two
Way TV, Sky News Australia and Zieland
Productions.

Even at first glance, this is a beguiling mix
of new members and speaks volumes of the
strength and future direction of broadcasting
in Asia. Simon Twiston Davies, tbe CASBAA
CEO agrees. He says: "The participation of
Nokia and Sun Microsystems at the highest
level of the Association underlines the
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changing nalurc of our businesses. Such
participalion demonstrates how mainstream
lelecoms and technology companies see clear
benefit in partnering with the traditional cable
and satellite TV industry. Such memberships
are an unequivocal vote of confidence in the
future of Asia's pay-TV market."

According to CASBAA, the membership of
educational television content and services
provider Zieland TV is proof of !he growth
polenlial for relevant pay-TV programming
and CASBAA believes that The History
Channel's Patron Membership of CASBAA and
the Corporate Memberships taken out by
Playboy TV and Sky News Australia point to
the increasing demand for quality niche
programming across the entire Asia Pacific.

Whether Playboy TV is actually allowed to
be available across the entire Asia Pacific
region is somewhat open to debate. Yet in
general, digital will be the way forward and in
describing ihe future. Twiston Davies makes
specific noie of the participation of interactive
TV specialist Two Way TV. He says: "Digital
and interactive television is the clear future of
our industry. Services provided by Two Way
TV and video-on-demand provider Anytime
TV (which Joined CASBAA in 04 2004] are
offering new opportunilies for improving
ARPU for cable, satellite and broadband pay-
TV operators and content creators alike."

One key opportunity for increasing ARPU
will be HDTV and in this Asia is certainly
leading the away, especially in Japan. In a
recent presentation in Europe, research firm
Strategy Analytics pointed out that there were
a number of factors at play which would result
in HD flourishing in Japan. Among these were
a strong consensus to support drive towards
universal HD'IV within 10 years; collaboration
between government, broadcasters and
manufacturers; a combination of terrestrial,
satellite and cable services; broadcast licenses
mandaling HD content, as much as 50% of
programming in some areas; growing HDTV
programme availability sucb as HD taking up
90% of NHK content in 3 metropolitan areas
and 50% of commercial broadcasters in
Tokyo; Japanese consumers rapidly adopting
HDTV equipment (as outlined by In-Stat) as
low cost HDW receivers became available,
such as less than US$3000 for a LCD-based
set.

By the end of 2004, Strategy Analytics
estimated that there were around 3 million
HDTV households in Japan. 6% of the total,
takinf̂  up services from terrestrial, satellite and
cable companies. As way of a comparison.

Strategy Analytics also points out that
conditions are not so ripe as yet in South
Korea where there are only limited HDTV
services available and mass rollout is delayed
by standards disputes and in China where
widespread HD'IV was unlikely before 2007
and where technical standards were still being
formulated.

An increasing way of gaining access to
digital TV services will be via broadband, as
both more TV content will be carried by
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broadband networks and the networks
themselves offer increasing cost-effective
bandwidth to enable such content to be
viewed. Asia, and in particular Japan and
South Korea, has long held leadership in lernis
of broadband penetration. Tbis will only
increase as service providers rusb to gel high
bandwidth to eager users and advances in both
cable and DSL-based broadband technologies
will only fuel growth. In particular, the advent

of cost-effective VDSL services, which can
provide much more bandwidth than standard
DSL tines, are just around the comer. Such
technologies will be ideally suited in territories
such as Asia.

Yet perhaps the most exciting prospects for
broadcasting in Asia come in the mobile
telephony arena. Again just like with
broadband, Asian mobile services have led
their US and European counterparts and the
region has enjoyed access to higher bandwidth
offerings such as those from NTT DoCoMo in
Japan. What is needed for a successful mobile
video service to flourish are content, high
bandwidth services and suitable devices. For
the latter, what's needed are devices with fast
enough processors, long life batteries and a
high-quality flat panel display that can show
the content in an acceptable way without
reducing dramatically tbe battery life of (he
device. Not all of these requirements have
been fulfiled but it is highly unlikely that any
other territory will claim a technology
breakthrough, especially in terms of the device
and in particular mobile display technology.
Without exception, all of the candidate
technologies that will also inevitably be at the
heart of the mobile video devices will be
developed, tested and proven in Asia first.
These will include the latest in LCDs and also
emerging technologies such as organic LEDs
which have the advantage of being
intrinsically low power and offering better
video performance capabilities than LCDs.

It's not all rosy in the Sian broadcasting
market. One regional problem is piracy.
CASBAA has only recently welcomed what it
calls 'invigorated' government approaches to
pay-TV signal theft in Hong Kong, the
Philippines and Malaysia. In Hong Kong in
March, the Hong Kong Customs Department
seized 30 pay-TV decoders designed to decrypt
satellite signals licensed only for tbe
Philippines. Speaking about the problem as a
whole. Marcel Fenez, the chairman of CASBAA
says; "If pay-TV piracy is not controlled the
entire media value chain is damaged and
investment in vitally important domestic pay-
TV programming, as well as in international
programming, will dry up."

That said, the outlook for Asian
broadcasting is very positive. With growing
confidence shown by not only traditional
broadcasters and content companies but also
by those in the telecoms and general IT arena,
investment will surely flow and the markei
will only flourish with increased HD,
broadband and mobile broadcast services.
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